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New School Newspaper Comes to Wildflower Open Classroom School!
New Schoolers

WILDFLOWER
SCHOOL NEWS...

By Liliana Rodriguez

WOW. This Title is
boring!
The Wildflower School Newspaper
needs YOUR help!
We don’t have a catchy school
newspaper title so please, give us
your raw ideas. It could be anything
(as long as its appropriate)! Please
put your ideas in the “Newspaper”
folder in your classroom, or email
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them to
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wildflowerschoolnews@gmail.com. What am I reading?
The title we choose will be featured
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on the front page of our next paper!
is a student run paper designed to
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share things that are happening in
a paper and write your name as well
classes, news stories about the
Every year, the 7th and 8th grade
as your grade and teacher, so we
school, and the world, entertain and class starts the year with a two day
know who to give credit.
make you laugh.
team building trip to Camp
Have you always wanted to know
Augusta in Nevada City,
more about what is happening at
California. When I first heard
your school? Do you like to write, about the Camp Augusta trip I
take photos?
didn’t want to go. I was so nervous,
To add your work to the paper,
and I wouldn’t go if my parents
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submit it to the folder in your
didn’t go but then the day we went
Liliana Rodriguez, 7th grade
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classroom or email it to
I didn’t feel nervous because all I
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all the activities I was going to do.
And it made me forget about how
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I first came to Wildflower in 2016
in 5th grade. I was terrified, going
to a new school. Even though it
was smaller than my previous
school, I felt everyone dominating
over me. Soon I realized that the
kids were kind and creative,
instead of cruel and snarky. That
was two years ago. I have
wonderful friends and great
support. It’s very odd thinking and
trying to feel what I felt two years
ago stepping on campus for the
first time. So I asked kids that are
going through the same thing right
now.

Sophiene (6th):

What was your first impression of
the school?
“There was more people than I
expected, and I really like the
playground!”
What are your thoughts now about
the school?
“I think it’s a very friendly and
safe environment.”
Do you like it at Wildflower?
“Yes. I have lots of friends.”
Continued on Page 2

Being on Stage

New Schoolers continued from Page One

5th AND 6th
GRADERS JOG
TIRELESSLY!

by Liliana Rodriguez
Being on stage is very strange, playing someone else’s part in
life. It reminds me of when I was younger I would play pretend
and play like I was someone else. I remember being in the
audience and going home replaying the show in my mind and
play out my favorite parts. I love plays and shows because I
love the energy the actor provides and how their expressions
are so fluid it feels real! Being in the audience I was always on
the edge of my seat. I enjoy being in the audience so much but
couldn’t sit in my seat anymore and just listen and watch, I
wanted to be loud and I wanted to feel the feeling of... “the
stage”.
What I like to call the feeling of “the stage” is like a great
source of energy (or maybe that’s all the electrical equipment.)
that gives you an excitement or power to act, sing, dance like
never before. Honestly I could still feel the energy from “the
stage” even in the audience, like my director says “It’s like
magic”.
The first time I did a play in Laxon it felt very strange
backstage, the space behind the curtains look “naked”. There’s
lots of wires, and bright yellow tape on the ground that helps
keep the audience from seeing the people backstage. Our
director also told us to act big on stage so that the audience can
see the great gestures we are making. Walking across the stage
you’d make big steps it was funny because in the seats it
looked completely natural but on stage you looked ridiculous. I
honestly love seeing people in the audience cheering and
laughing, not because we are doing a good job because they are
genuinely enjoying the show. On stage I’m really scared of
being hit when some is dancing or being hit by a prop, that
happened to me once on stage and I got a bruise on my cheek.
This year (2018) four of us from Wildflower did Mulan Jr.:
Nayla Cox, Sydney Kelly, and Malia Cox. I interviewed the
others to see what they thought about being on stage.

Sydney Kelly (7th)

What was it like being on stage for the first time?
“I was very nervous but I knew I wanted to do more acting.”
What was most rewarding being on stage and what was scary?
“Nothing was rewarding and everything was scary.”

Malia Cox (6th)

What is it like being on stage?
“It’s crazy and fun, staffing and stressful but always worth it.”
Continued on Page 3

By Rowan Shumway

Samuel 2nd grade

What was your first impression of the school?
“I thought people were going to be mean.”
What are your thoughts now about the school?
“Good school, I am having a little trouble though.”
Do you like it at Wildflower?
“I’m okay here.”

Sadie 7th grade

What was your first impression of the school?
“The whole school looked really tiny and it seemed
kind- of hippie- ish”
What are your thoughts now about the school?
“I love my hippie school.”
Do you like it at Wildflower?
“Yes. I made friends quickly.”

The Dog and the Mouse
By: CJ Traver 1st

Once there was a tiny mouse many
years ago. The tiny mouse saw a big cat
and said “Oh dear! Oh dear that big fat,
juicy cat would be a good lunch but it
might eat me first.” Then a dog came
and saw a the big fat juicy cat and the
tiny mouse rushed into the bushes. The
tiny mouse watched from the bushes
and the dog thought the cat would make
a good friend. But the dog was afraid
that the cat would push him into the
river and bite him like he really meant
it. Since the dog was scared he rushed
into the trees and the tiny mouse was
still watching from the bushes. Then the
tiny mouse saw an escapod. After the
tiny mouse jumped into the pod, the dog
found another escape pod and jumped
in. In the end , the dog and the tiny
mouse found each other and became
best friends. The cat falls down the
river, and the tiny mouse finds him and
chomps him up.
THE END.

For weeks now, Linda’s 5th
and 6th graders have been
travelling to Wildwood on
Fridays. When they arrive,
they jog and jog, training for
the 5-kilometer Almond Bowl
run.
The Almond Bowl: A long,
treacherous run, reaching 5
kilometers (3.2 miles) long.
The class has been training
tirelessly for this so that they
can get ready for the run.
They need to get in shape and
prepared before attempting
the 5k.
This week, they jogged 2 big
laps around the park and
recorded their time and heart
rate. The students mostly are
not fans of this jogging,
according to our interview:
Eliana (6th grade) says: “I
don’t necessarily like
running. I like running with
other people, but I’m usually
alone.”
Timothy (6th), when asked
how he felt about the training,
simply made a fart noise and
said “bad.”
Bella (5th grade), says: “I
don’t like it. I triple-hate it.”
So yeah, I guess nobody
really likes the training that
much. However, it will
definitely pay off when the
Almond Bowl comes around!

Being on Stage, continued from p. 2

What was most rewarding and what was
scary?
“I was so happy with having lines and a role
in the play, it was really scary thinking that I
wouldn’t forget my lines or that the
ensemble would forget theirs.”

Nayla Cox (3rd)

What was it like being on stage?
“Scary”
What was most rewarding and what was
scary?
“Singing and dancing was fun, and nothing
was scary”

The Best Day Of My
Life
by Kai Herzog

Just as I opened my eyes I heard
the high pitched scream of my
mom yelling at me to come down
for breakfast. I slowly got dressed
for school and trudged down the
stairs to eat. When I got down my
mom was sitting next to my normal
seat At my seat, there was a huge
pile of pancakes with candles on
them I the shape of the number 13.
It was my birthday and it
completely slipped my mind. I was
very happy and kind of
disappointed I had to go to school
on my birthday. Usually it’s on the
weekend or Friday. But Monday? I
hate Monday. So I convinced my
mom to let me stay home! We
made ice cream cake, ice cream,
and cake. It took us all day to finish
them. I went to bed after my sugar
rush. I woke up the next morning
to my mom screaming me name
and remembered yesterday. I
smiled… and then fell back asleep.
The End.

Inspiring Quotes
By Alyx Varga

Everyday may not be a good day but there’s
good in everyday
Once you choose hope everything is
possible
Nothing is impossible the word itself says
I’m possible
A bad day doesn’t mean a bad life
A bad day doesn’t mean a bad life

NAPTIME or RECESS?
By: Kai Herzog And Rowan Shumway

Today, we asked fellow students if they
would rather have naptime or recess at
school? Or are they okay with either?
These are the results:
RECESS
Andre
Hillary
Ander
NAPTIME
Rowan
Lili
Alyx
Sophia
EITHER
Eliana
Jesse
Calla
Anthony
Audrey
So, in our conclusion, more people don’t care
between naptime or recess. But if we went off
of just the naptime or recess results, it looks
like more people chose naptime. Are these
students channeling their inner preschooler?
If so, should they still be in preschool??
Either that or people just get tired at school.

Arriving at Camp Augusta, continued from p. 1

Student Led Leadership League is
looking for more ideas.
by Kai Herzog and Rowan Shumway

The student led leadership league (SLLL)
meets Fridays at lunch. We help make the
school a better place. You can come by
and submit ideas during meetings, or tell
your SLLL representative
SLLL Representatives:
Kai Herzog
Rowan Shumway
Eliana Lipton
Syd Kelly
Antonio Simpkins
Lydia Brown
Ramona Burdette
Malia Cox
Kyra Grimes
Justin Grinton
Charlie Jimerfield
Teagan Riddle
Riley Taylor
Keegan Van Reusen
Jacob Van Reusen

After lunch we went to our cabins to change
our clothes to our swimsuit and went to the
waterfall to swim for a bit, It was really cool
we made a slide with the rock that they have
there. After that we went we to the ropes
and then we had dinner that was really good.
We had tacos and that was better than I
imagined it would be. After we had dinner
we went to the campfire where we could
make smores all the counselors had a role in
a little play that they acted out. After the
campfire we went back to our cabins to get
ready for bed. Then it was morning and all
the counselors came to all the cabins and
woke us up this noises and a leaf blower.
After that we went to breakfast and that was
good too. After breakfast I went to our third
activity and that which was tree climbing
and what you do in tree climbing is you use
a rope to climb up a tree with. It’s sort of
hard to do because you have to pull yourself
up with your strength and that was the
hardest part of tree climbing. But overall I
enjoyed tree climbing. At my next activity
was the most fun I had at Camp Augusta
because I was scared and excited at the
same time. What I did was Tiny, it was
awesome and how Tiny works is you get in
a harness and the counselors pull you up in
the sky and then when your ready you pull
the rope and you go flying. Personally I
wish I went all the way high in the sky
because the reason why I didn’t go all the
way was because I was really scared. But I
loved all of the parts of Camp Augusta.
Truly I think you will love it at Camp
Augusta. I know I did:)

Student Artwork...

DO YOU Want to be in the
paper?
Send us your submissions:
wildflowerschoolnews.com

